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Abstract18

The architecture (geometry, fault network, stacking pattern of accreted thrust sheets,19

etc.) is an important component of accretionary wedges that have developed through20

the subduction zone processes. However, it remains challenging to constrain the processes21

of the architectural evolution in natural accretionary wedges over the geological timescale.22

In this study, we undertook sandbox analogue modeling with quantitative analysis of the23

wedge geometry and the digital image correlation-based kinematics to delineate the wedge24

growth process under four basic types of the décollement settings. In the case of con-25

tinuous single décollement model, the episodic frontal accretion with a constant cycle26

(i.e., accretion cycle) was dominant where degree of coupling between the wedge base27

and the plate interface may rely on the relative strengths of the wedge and the detach-28

ment, and the wedge progressively reached its critical state through multiple accretion29

cycles. The interbedded décollement layer facilitated the wedge segmentation and the30

rearrangement of the internal fault network, which weakened the wedge strength. A com-31

bination of a detachable high-friction patch in the basal décollement and the continu-32

ous interbedded weak layer enabled underplating of the underthrusted sediment beneath33

the inner wedge with a low-angle, long-lived, deeply rooted forethrust and multiple cy-34

cles of frontal accretions by using shallowly rooted, short-lived forethrusts at the defor-35

mation front. Our findings suggest that the décollement configuration is a key factor on36

accretion processes including the accretion cycle, fault network, and wedge strength in37

the time scale of ∼105 years of natural accretionary systems.38

Plain Language Summary39

Accretionary wedges are one of the key components of plate subduction zones. In40

this study, we tested variations of the wedge deformation during its growth to improve41

our knowledge of how accretionary wedges grow. Here, we conducted sandbox analogue42

experiments to characterize the wedge geometry and spatiotemporal changes in defor-43

mation during the accretionary wedge growth by using simplified models with various44

conditions (single/double or continuous/discontinuous) of weak layers in subducting sed-45

iment. The results show that the wedge growth was basically achieved by repetition of46

a frontal accretion cycle, but the details of the cycle depend on condition of the weak47

layer. For example, in the model with a discontinuous basal weak layer and a continu-48

ous interbedded weak layer, basal accretion of the subducted sediment beneath the in-49
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ner part of the wedge were promoted by a low-angle, long-lived, deeply rooted under-50

thrusting and also multiple frontal accretion is made by shallowly rooted, short-lived frontal51

thrusts branched from the interbedded weak layer. Our findings suggest that the con-52

ditions of the weak layers in subducting sediment change the accretion process, the strain53

distribution, and fault activity in the time scale of ∼105 years of natural accretionary54

wedges.55

1 Introduction56

Accretionary wedges are deformed sedimentary bodies which develop on the fore-57

arc side of subduction zones. Recent geophysical surveys have revealed details of the ge-58

ological and geophysical structures in the accretionary wedge and at the plate bound-59

ary of modern subduction zones (Arnulf et al., 2021, 2022; Egbert et al., 2022; Kirkpatrick60

et al., 2020), including P-wave velocity structure (Han et al., 2017), magnetotelluric im-61

ages of electrical resistivity (Chesley et al., 2021), teleseismic profiles (Calvert et al., 2011),62

and the slip tendency (Hashimoto et al., 2022). On the other hand, GPS/GNSS obser-63

vations also record the interseismic coupling or slip rate at the subduction interface on64

timescales of 100 to 102 yr (Lindsey et al., 2021; Lv et al., 2022; Métois et al., 2012; New-65

ton & Thomas, 2020; Wallace et al., 2012; Weiss et al., 2015; Yáñez-Cuadra et al., 2022;66

Yokota et al., 2016), which have successfully captured present-day snapshots of the stress67

and strain state in accretionary wedges. However, the modern conditions of these wedges68

(i.e., rigidity, heterogeneity, strain state) may be affected by their architecture (i.e., wedge69

geometry, fault network, and stacking pattern of accreted thrust sheets) that has devel-70

oped through long-term interactions between the upper and lower plates in subduction71

zones. Therefore, the architecture of accretionary wedges is important factor to under-72

stand the recent snapshots of geological and geophysical structures in natural subduc-73

tion zones.74

Based on the long-term equilibrium geometry of accretionary wedges formed in re-75

sponse to accretion, the critical taper theory (Dahlen, 1990; Davis et al., 1983) has been76

applied to many natural accretionary wedges in foreland/forearc thrust belts to link the77

effective frictional properties to the surface topography and basal slope of the detach-78

ment (Cubas et al., 2022; Kukowski et al., 2010; Lallemand et al., 1994; Maksymowicz,79

2015; Schwarze & Kukowski, 2022). The key physical assumption is that the wedge can80

undergo internal failure in order to maintain its critical mechanical state. However, nat-81
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ural examples of accretionary wedges are not uniformly deformed and they exhibit a wide82

range of architectures (Figure 1). For example, the Colombian–Caribbean margin (Rodŕıguez83

et al., 2021) is dominated by frontal accretion of thick thrust sheets in a piggy-back style84

where the Paleocene shale acts as a basal detachment (single-décollement wedge in Fig-85

ure 1a). This type can be seen at the Sumatra (Singh et al., 2011) or Colombian–Caribbean86

(Mantilla-Pimiento et al., 2009; Rodŕıguez et al., 2021) margins. On the other hand, some87

of the accretionary wedges are characterized by a combination of frontal and basal ac-88

cretions, which are related with landward stepping down of the décollement level at the89

bottom of the wedge (double-décollement wedge in Figure 1b). In this case, the interbed-90

ded weak layer(s) in the incoming sediment, such as clay mineral-rich horizons, can work91

as a intermediate décollement. The examples of this type can be seen in the Makran (Burg,92

2018; Haberland et al., 2020; C. Kopp et al., 2000; Parvaiz et al., 2022; Schlüter et al.,93

2002; Smith et al., 2012), Barbados (Behrmann et al., 1988; Deng & Underwood, 2001;94

Dileonardo et al., 2002; J. C. Moore et al., 1998), Cascadia (Han et al., 2017), Nankai95

(Kopf, 2013), and Alaskan (Frederik et al., 2020; Gulick et al., 2015; Reece et al., 2011)96

margins.97

In addition, topographic features on the subducting oceanic plate, such as seamounts,98

ridges, horsts, and grabens, may affect the strength and continuity of the basal décollement,99

and modify the internal structures and stacking patterns of accreted sediments (Collot100

et al., 2001; Pedley et al., 2010; Ruh, 2016) (discontinuous décollement wedge in Figure 1c).101

The décollement heterogeneity may also cause geometrical or kinematic segmentation102

in the wedge (Collot et al., 2008; Cook et al., 2014; Smith et al., 2012; Wang & Hu, 2006).103

For example, a large-scale out-of-sequence thrust is recognized as “mega-splay fault” that104

separates relatively rigid inner wedge and deformable outer wedge (Bangs et al., 2009;105

H. Kopp & Kukowski, 2003; Krabbenhoeft et al., 2021; G. F. Moore et al., 2007; Strasser106

et al., 2009) (discontinuous multiple-décollement wedge in Figure 1d). In the Nankai Trough,107

southwestern Japan, the interbedded clay-rich layer between the upper sandy turbidite108

unit and lower ash-bearing mud unit in the incoming sediment layer is weak, and can109

act as a décollement to propagate deformation seaward (Kopf, 2013).110

All these examples show us that the décollement settings (heterogeneity or com-111

plexity at the plate interface and in the subducting sediment) are important for devel-112

oping the architecture of accretionary wedges. However, it remains challenging to explain113

various processes related to the architectural evolution in natural accretionary wedges114
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over the geological timescale. The key questions are how the décollement settings, in-115

cluding the number (i.e., single/double) and the continuity (i.e., continuous/discontinuous)116

of the décollement layer(s), affect (1) the architecture (i.e., fault network, stacking pat-117

terns of the thrust sheets) of accretionary wedges and (2) the spatio-temporal changes118

of the strain state and the thrust activities in the wedges during their growth. Our ap-119

proach is an analog sandbox experiment involving quantitative geometric and digital im-120

age correlation (DIC)-based kinematic analysis of the experimental data. Answering to121

these questions can contribute to understand the present-day snapshots of natural ac-122

cretionary wedges and subduction zones.123

2 Previous modeling studies of accretionary wedges124

Previous modeling studies of accretionary wedges include physical analog model-125

ing (e.g., Bigi et al., 2010; Mulugeta & Koyi, 1992; Ghosh et al., 2020; Gutscher et al.,126

1996; Koyi, 1995; Lohrmann et al., 2003; Roy et al., 2020; Saha et al., 2016), work op-127

timization or mechanical approaches to predict the wedge geometry and faulting (Burbidge128

& Braun, 2002; Cooke & Madden, 2014; Cubas et al., 2008; Del Castello & Cooke, 2007;129

Gutscher et al., 1998a; Hardy et al., 1998; Leroy & Maillot, 2016; Maillot & Koyi, 2006;130

Mary et al., 2013; McBeck et al., 2017; Platt, 1986, 1988; Souloumiac et al., 2010, 2009;131

Yagupsky et al., 2014), and numerical simulations (del Castillo et al., 2021; Ito & Moore,132

2021; Naylor & Sinclair, 2007; Ruh et al., 2012; Ruh, 2020; Simpson, 2010, 2011; Stock-133

mal et al., 2007). Early analog modeling studies revealed that the accretion process was134

episodic rather than steady (Mulugeta & Koyi, 1992), meaning the wedge did not keep135

its original shape during the growth (i.e., self-similar growth) but oscillated the surface136

slope angle of the wedge as a new material was accreted at the toe and then compressed137

inward.138

Early studies also indicated that the process of accretion was characterized by a139

combination of initiation of a new frontal thrust at the deformation front and backward140

rotation of older pre-existing thrust sheets in the wedge (Koyi, 1995). Gutscher et al.141

(1998a) called the episodic accretion as “accretionary cycle” or “cyclical accretion” which142

comprised alternating the first phase of frontal accretion of a short imbricate thrust slice143

and the second phase of underthrusting of a long, undeformed sedimentary sheet. In the144

first phase, the surface slope was decreased by an increase in wedge length due to ini-145

tiation of a new frontal thrust seaward at the toe. Whereas in the second phase, the sur-146
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face slope was increased up to the critical taper angle by thickening and narrowing the147

wedge due to progressive compression in association with reactivation of the pre-existing148

thrusts. Hoffmann-Rothe et al. (2004) also classified the episodic behaviour of an accre-149

tionary cycle into (1) the thrust-initiation phase in which a new forethrust and pop-up150

structure were formed at the deformation front and (2) the underthrusting phase in which151

trench-fill sediment was subducted beneath the accretionary wedge. The underthrust-152

ing phase started when the deformation front segmented into the upper and lower parts153

and the lower part began to be underthrusted beneath the upper part (Hoffmann-Rothe154

et al., 2004).155

In the late 2000s, based on advances in DIC techniques, the accretion cycle was ex-156

amined in terms of the strain-dependent deformation similar to natural deformation pro-157

cesses in brittle rocks (Adam et al., 2005). They showed that (1) accumulation of pre-158

failure strain caused strain hardening in the wedge and then (2) strain localization by159

initiating the new frontal thrust led to post-failure strain softening. The strain harden-160

ing and softening were accompanied by a compaction–decompaction cycle of the mate-161

rial, which controled the evolution of the frictional strength during progressive deforma-162

tion (Adam et al., 2005). Hoth et al. (2007) also applied the DIC technique to their sand-163

box experiments and identified three phases (thrust initiation, underthrusting, and re-164

activation) in the accretion cycle, depending on the location, timing, and magnitude of165

deformation within thrust wedges. Dotare et al. (2016) further proposed four stages, which166

include stage 0 (concentration of all deformation onto the existing thrusts in the wedge),167

stage 1 (propagation of deformation ahead of the deformation front), stage 2 (strain lo-168

calization within the diffused deformation zone in front of the wedge and reduction of169

activity on the existing thrusts), and stage 3 (activation of a new frontal thrust and ces-170

sation of activity on the existing thrusts). Ritter et al. (2018) indicated that the strain171

localization phase (stage 2 of Dotare et al., 2016) was associated with the compaction172

and hardening of the wedge and a new frontal thrust appeared ahead of the deforma-173

tion front after the wedge was compacted and hardened enough (stage 3 of Dotare et al.,174

2016) based on their force measurements.175

In addition to the basal décollement at the plate interface, the presence of an in-176

termediate weak layer (i.e., pelagic or clayey sediment with a low effective friction co-177

efficient in nature) in the incoming sediment (i.e., trench-fill sediment) can enhance un-178

derthrusting in the accretion cycle (Bonnet et al., 2007; Dal Zilio et al., 2020; Konstanti-179
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novskaia & Malavieille, 2005; Konstantinovskaya & Malavieille, 2011; Malavieille et al.,180

2019; Pajang et al., 2022; Perrin et al., 2013; Ruh et al., 2012; Ruh, 2020; Stockmal et181

al., 2007), which makes a different architecture from a single décollement case in nature182

and laboratory (Farzipour-Saein & Koyi, 2016; Ghanadian et al., 2017; Massoli et al.,183

2006; Meng & Hodgetts, 2019; C. Sun et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2019). For example, de-184

coupling of the incoming sediment at the intermediate décollement horizon generates two185

sets of structures with different geometrical characteristics in the models (Farzipour-Saein186

& Koyi, 2016; Massoli et al., 2006).187

In terms of the continuity of the décollement layer, previous studies have investi-188

gated the subduction of a rough plate interface or a high-friction patch interrupting the189

basal décollement layer (Bangs et al., 2004, 2006; Dominguez et al., 1998, 2000; Koge190

et al., 2018; Kukowski et al., 1994; Lallemand & Le Pichon, 1987; Lallemand et al., 1992,191

1994; Miyakawa et al., 2022; Morgan & Bangs, 2017; Noda et al., 2020; Okuma et al.,192

2022; Ruh et al., 2013; T. Sun et al., 2020). When a high-friction patch on the plate in-193

terface works as a barrier to stress transmission within the basal décollement, the wedge194

deformation includes indentation or slope failure on the surface topography, widening195

the brittle damaged zone at the plate interface, or promotion of underthrusting of the196

subducting sediments beneath the wedge (Dominguez et al., 2000; Miyakawa et al., 2022;197

Morgan & Bangs, 2017; Noda et al., 2020; Okuma et al., 2022; Wang & Bilek, 2011).198

We learned from these previous studies that the accretion was a cyclic process in-199

cluding frontal accretion and underthrusting, and the décollement configurations affected200

the wedge architecture. However, our knowledge is still limited about how variation of201

the décollement conditions control the accretion cycle and the spatio-temporal changes202

of the kinematics on the wedge growth, especially in the cases of multiple or discontin-203

uous décollement settings.204

3 Methods205

3.1 Model types206

As we introduced in the Introduction section, there are several variations of décollement207

configurations in natural accretionary wedges (Figure 1). We here assumed that the typ-208

ical configurations of the décollement settings could be classified into 4 types (Figure 2)209

in order to simplify the natural examples and facilitate interpretation of the modeling210
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results. A total of eight experiments were run to examine the architecture and the spatio-211

temporal change of strain distribution.212

Type 1 is the simplest model, having a continuous single-detachment layer at the213

base (Figure 2b) to represent the basic accretion cycle for the reference to other type.214

Type 2 has continuous double-décollement layer at the base and in the middle of the in-215

coming sedimentary succession (Figure 2c). The models of this type are intended to repli-216

cate an interbedded detachment layer representing major lithological boundaries or un-217

conformities in nature (e.g., Smith et al., 2012; Dileonardo et al., 2002; Frederik et al.,218

2020).219

Type 3 and 4 models are variations of types 1 and 2, respectively, where a 90-mm-220

wide interval of the basal microbead layer is replaced with a sand mound (see Section 3.2221

for the materials we used), which interrupts the continuity of the frictional weakness at222

the plate interface (Figure 2d, e). Type 3 and 4 models are used to evaluate the archi-223

tecture and fault activities related to the subduction of a frictional discontinuity with224

or without an interbedded weak layer, respectively. The deformable and detachable sand225

mound acts as a high-friction patch in the décollement, and thus is different from pre-226

vious studies that have used rigid and fixed ridges (e.g., Noda et al., 2020).227

3.2 Materials228

Granular materials have been widely used to simulate geological structures (Klinkmüller229

et al., 2016). They exhibit a similar behavior to brittle rocks, because they respond to230

elastic–frictional plastic deformation by pre-failure strain hardening and post-failure strain231

softening until a dynamically constant shear is reached (e.g., Klinkmüller et al., 2016;232

Lohrmann et al., 2003; Ritter et al., 2016). Dry quartz sand (GA39; produced by Sibelco,233

France) and glass microbeads (CVP70-110) were used to simulate the sediment in this234

study. The sand was used for the incoming sediment, the proto-wedge, and the sand mound,235

which correspond to trench-fill turbidites, pre-existing accretionary wedge, and high-friction236

patch on the plate interface in nature, respectively. The glass microbeads were used for237

the basal and interbedded weak layers (i.e., pelagic or clayey sediment). The physical238

properties of the sand and glass microbeads are summarized in Table 1.239

The peak friction angles of the basal plastic sheet to the sand and to the glass mi-240

crobeads were estimated from measurements of the angles of sliding friction (cf., van Burkalow,241
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1945), which were 51.3±1.9◦ (n = 15) and 41.0±3.1◦ (n = 13), respectively. These val-242

ues are much higher than the peak internal friction angles of the sand (GA39) and mi-243

crobeads (CVP70-110), indicating that basal shear occurs within the sediment layer (i.e.,244

mainly within the microbeads) rather than on the surface of the underlying basal plas-245

tic sheet.246

The theoretical taper (i.e., surface slope) angles and stability fields of the wedge247

were calculated according to the critical taper theory (Dahlen, 1984; Davis et al., 1983).248

The theoretical surface slope angles for the cases of the peak (αϕpeak
) and dynamic (αϕdynamic

)249

friction angles of the sand are 7.5◦ and 9.6◦, respectively, when glass microbeads are used250

for the basal décollement (Supporting Information S1 and Figure S1). We also calculated251

the theoretical width and height of the wedge for given theoretical surface slope angles252

(Supporting Information S1 and Figure S2).253

3.3 Experimental setup254

The apparatus used in this study was a glass-sided, rectangular deformation rig with255

internal dimensions of 1890 mm × 300 mm × 315 mm deep (Figure 2a). A wooden plate256

was vertically positioned at one end as a fixed and rigid backstop. The lateral glass walls257

were lubricated before each run to reduce the side-wall friction (cf., Souloumiac et al.,258

2012). A plastic (Mylar®) sheet was placed over the basal plastic plate of the rig and259

fixed to a stepping motor (left side of Figure 2a). The stepping motor pulled the plas-260

tic sheet beneath the incoming sediment at increments of 5.558 mm for each motor ac-261

tivation. The final amount of horizontal shortening Ls (successive increment) was ∼1000262

mm, and the final wedge length was about 800 mm, corresponding ca. 60–120 km and263

48–96 km in nature (see Section 3.4 for scaling).264

The sand and glass microbeads were sprinkled into the rig from a height of ∼200265

mm above the basal plastic sheet to ensure they were well-compacted (cf., Maillot, 2013).266

The total thickness of the layer was 35 mm (Figure 2). Thinly alternating colored sand267

layers and/or small triangles along the glass walls were used to visualize the cross-sectional268

structure. A proto-wedge, which was a wedge prepared in advance before the experiment269

to save experimental space and time (Graveleau et al., 2012), was made of the same sand270

as that used in the model and was placed next to the vertical wooden backstop (Figure 2).271

The proto-wedge had a basal length of 135±11.4 mm and surface slope of 31±2◦.272
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3.4 Scaling273

The mechanical properties of the materials must be properly scaled to obtain dy-274

namic processes similar to those in nature. This condition can be satisfied if the ratio275

of the forces acting on the system in the experiments to those in nature is constant (Hubbert,276

1937; Ramberg, 1981). Scaling rules indicate that the model-to-nature ratio for stress277

σ is as follows:278

σmodel

σnature
=
ρmodel

ρnature
× gmodel

gnature
× Lmodel

Lnature
, (1)279

where ρ, g, and L are density, acceleration due to gravity, and length of model or nature.280

The cohesion C can be substituted for stress σ (Graveleau et al., 2012; Schellart, 2000),281

and the experiments were performed under normal gravity (gmodel/gnature = 1), which282

yields:283

Lnature

Lmodel
=
Cnature

Cmodel
× ρmodel

ρnature
. (2)284

Although cohesion is stress-dependent (i.e., depth-dependent; Ikari & Kopf, 2011),285

we used reported values for the cohesion C and density ρ for sedimentary rocks in a nat-286

ural accretionary wedge, which are 5 MPa and 2400 kg m−3, respectively (Schumann et287

al., 2014). For the case of dry sand (C = 24–54 Pa; Table 1) used as the internal ma-288

terial in the models, the scaling factor Lnature/Lmodel ranges between 0.6 × 105 and 1.2289

× 105, indicating that 10 mm in the model corresponds to 0.6–1.2 km in nature. There-290

fore, the 35-mm-thick layer of incoming sediment is equivalent to a thickness of 2.1–4.2 km291

in nature, which is comparable to the thickness of trench-fill sediments at modern ac-292

cretionary margins (Clift & Vannucchi, 2004; Noda, 2016). The total amount of short-293

ening (Ls ∼ 1000 mm) in this study corresponds to 60–120 km in nature, which occurs294

over 1.2–2.4 Myr for a plate convergence rate of 50 mm yr−1. This duration corresponds295

to the timescale for the formation of the modern Nankai accretionary wedge that formed296

during the Quaternary (G. F. Moore et al., 2015).297

3.5 DIC analysis298

Time-lapse digital images were taken with a digital camera (Canon EOS 70D) at299

5.558 mm displacement increments using a PC-based controller. The image sensor of the300
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CMOS APS-C has a resolution of 20.2 million pixels (5472 horizontal and 3648 vertical)301

and a dynamic range (DR) of 11.6. The absolute spatial resolution is ≈0.16 mm per pixel.302

The DIC technique was used to quantify the velocity field and strain rate from pairs of303

time-lapse digital images by matching the patterns of pixel color values. This enabled304

us to visualize spatial and temporal patterns in the horizontal and vertical displacements,305

and thus characterize strain localization or thrust activity within the deforming wedge.306

We used open-source subset-based 2D DIC software, Ncorr (Blaber et al., 2015), for the307

analysis to track the relative displacements of material points between a reference (pre-308

deformed) and target (post-deformed) image. This software can be used in MATLAB®.309

The DIC analysis includes two calculation steps: (1) incremental displacement vec-310

tors of the 2-D deformation; and (2) strain. The displacement field in the region of in-311

terest is calculated with a subset radius of 20 pixels and subset spacing of 2 pixels. To312

obtain the displacement vectors for all subsets, Ncorr uses the Reliability Guided (RG–313

DIC) method (Pan, 2009). A smaller window radius (4 pixels) was used for the strain314

window algorithm (Pan et al., 2009) to calculate the displacement gradients and sub-315

sequent strains. The analytical resolution for both displacement and strain is ∼0.5 mm.316

The maximum amount of shear strain (εmax) and its orientation (θs) were calcu-317

lated from the maximum (ε1) and minimum (ε2) principal strains as follows:318

εmax = ε1 − ε2319

θs =
1

2
tan−1

(
εxx − εyy

2εxy

)
320

with321

ε1 =
1

2
(εxx + εyy) +

√(
εxx − εyy

2

)2

+ ε2xy322

ε2 =
1

2
(εxx + εyy)−

√(
εxx − εyy

2

)2

+ ε2xy323

εxx =
1

2

(
2
∂u

∂x
+

(
∂u

∂x

)2

+

(
∂v

∂x

)2
)

324

εxy =
1

2

(
∂u

∂y
+
∂v

∂x
+
∂u

∂x

∂u

∂y
+
∂v

∂x

∂v

∂y

)
325

εyy =
1

2

(
2
∂v

∂y
+

(
∂u

∂y

)2

+

(
∂v

∂y

)2
)
,326

327

where u and v are the horizontal (x) and vertical (y) displacements, respectively.328
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3.6 Measured parameters329

We measured several geometric and kinematic parameters to quantify the defor-330

mation of the experimental wedge. The geometrical parameters include the width, height,331

and slope (α) (Figure 3). The slope is defined as the average dip between the highest332

point (P1) and the deformation front (P0) of the wedge (Figure 3b).333

The kinematic parameters were extracted from the results of the DIC analysis. One-334

dimensional horizontal displacement vectors were measured in bottom and top measure-335

ment zones (Figure 3c). The bottom measurement zone was set at 15% of the wedge height336

above the base of the region of interest, and the top measurement zone was set below337

the surface at 85% of the wedge height, to exclude erroneous values near the boundary.338

The height for each measurement zone was ∼2.4 mm. To calculate the normalized hor-339

izontal displacements at the top (ûtop) and at the bottom (ûbottom), the average of the340

five displacement vectors within each zone at each x coordinate was divided by the max-341

imum value (i.e., 95% of the highest value to avoid errors) of the horizontal displacement342

vector within the zone.343

The normalized vertical displacement v̂ was also obtained by averaging the values344

of the vertical displacement vectors between the bottom and top measurement zones at345

each x coordinate, and then dividing by the maximum value of the horizontal displace-346

ment in the bottom measurement zone. The normalized maximum shear strain in the347

bottom measurement zone ε̂max(bottom) and that in the top measurement zone ε̂max(top)348

were calculated in the same way as the normalized horizontal displacement (Figure 3d).349

The denominator of the normalization was the maximum shear strain in the measure-350

ment zone at each time step. The orientation of the maximum shear strain (θs) was used351

to determine whether the shear strain was negative or positive. In this study, backthrust-352

ing (inward-vergent fault) and forethrusting (outward-vergent fault) represent negative353

and positive strains, respectively (bluish and reddish colors in Figure 3d). The dip an-354

gles of the forethrusts (δf(init) and δf(final)) and backthrusts (δb) were measured on the355

cross-sectional images to estimate the effective friction angles of the incoming sediment356

(ϕ′) and the effective slope angles (α′) at the deformation front when a new thrust was357

initiated (Figure 3e; see Supporting Information S2).358
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3.7 Model limitations359

Sandbox modeling has several limitations and cannot replicate some processes that360

occur in natural accretionary wedges. The experiments are basically performed under361

dry and (mostly) non-cohesive conditions and, therefore, can only consider brittle de-362

formation. In nature, elevated pore fluid pressures within the wedge and décollement likely363

contribute to significant weakening of the strength (Hubbert & Rubey, 1959). In addi-364

tion, our models do not account for dewatering, diagenetic alteration and presence of phyl-365

losilicates, which may change the material properties or the mechanical strength in a nat-366

ural forearc (Hyndman et al., 1997, 1995; J. C. Moore & Saffer, 2001; Morrow et al., 1992).367

Inner or deeper part of the wedge tends to be more strong due to the progressive dewa-368

tering and compaction than the outer or shallower part of the wedge. This likely increases369

the strength contrast in the wedge between the inner and outer parts as the wedge grows,370

leading to promote segmentation between them (H. Kopp & Kukowski, 2003; Lohrmann371

et al., 2003).372

The backstop and basal plastic plate are rigid and fixed, meaning that neither flex-373

ural changes nor isostatic compensation are incorporated in our models (cf., Schellart374

& Strak, 2016). In addition, the fixed backstop prevents deformation or rotation of the375

boundary between the accretionary wedge and arc massif (i.e., the backstop), and does376

not allow sediment outflux, which can be an important factor during subduction erosion377

and shrinkage of the accretionary wedge (Gutscher et al., 1998b; Kukowski & Oncken,378

2006; Lohrmann et al., 2006). This study does not consider syn-tectonic sedimentation379

or surface erosion, which can thicken the thrust sheet and result in exhumation of the380

underplated sediment, respectively (Konstantinovskaya & Malavieille, 2011; Malavieille381

et al., 2019; Perrin et al., 2013). These potential limitations should be carefully evalu-382

ated when applying the results of this study to natural accretionary wedges.383

4 Results384

4.1 Geometric parameters385

The wedge width data and taper angles show that the wedge growth pattern is cycli-386

cal for the type 1 and 2 models (Figures 4 and S3). When a new thrust propagates, the387

wedge widens abruptly and the slope angle instantly decreases. This cyclical behavior388

has been previously described as episodic accretion (Koyi, 1995; Mulugeta & Koyi, 1992),389
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accretionary cycle (Gutscher et al., 1998a), cyclic frontal accretion (Hoth et al., 2007),390

or punctuated thrust activity (Naylor & Sinclair, 2007). In contrast to this episodic evo-391

lution, the wedge height evolves nearly linearly without cyclical fluctuations, especially392

in the latter half of the experiments (Ls > 400 mm), for both the type 1 and 2 mod-393

els (Figure 4b and S3b).394

The geometric parameters from the type 1 and 2 models basically follow the trends395

of the theoretical width, height, and slope. However, the slope angle decreases linearly396

throughout the experiments, whereas the theoretical slope angle is constant (Figure 4c).397

A comparison of wedge geometry in terms of the number of weak layers (type 1 versus398

2) shows magnitude of amplitude of the width and slope fluctuation is higher for the type399

1 model (Figures 4 and S3). In addition, the height and slope of the type 2 model are400

lower than the theoretical values (Figures 4b, c and S3).401

For the models with the discontinuous basal décollement (types 3 and 4), their ge-402

ometric patterns of cyclicity are significantly different from the type 1 and 2 models af-403

ter the onset of sand mound subduction. The slope increases as the width decreases in404

the type 3 model (M08; Ls = 440–590 mm in Figure 4), while the width and slope are405

nearly constant through the same interval in the type 4 model (M10; Ls = 405–610 mm).406

The width, height, and slope of the type 3 and 4 models deviate from the theoretical val-407

ues following subduction of the sand mound. In the type 3 model, the width is narrower408

than the theoretical one, and the maximum slope α is close to the theoretical angle of409

αcase3 = 11.3◦ (Figure 4). In the type 4 model, the height is higher than the theoreti-410

cal one in the latter half of the experiment. The magnitude of amplitude of the width411

change for the type 4 model is much smaller than those of the type 3 model.412

4.2 Structures413

The structural patterns of the wedges vary depending on the presence of an interbed-414

ded weak layer and a frictional barrier in the basal décollement (Figures 5 and S4). The415

internal structure of the type 1 model (single décollement) is characterized by thick im-416

bricate thrust sheets bounded by deeply rooted forethrusts, which shows that a piggy-417

back style of frontal accretion is dominant for this wedge. Some minor backthrusts are418

developed as a set of conjugate faults when the frontal forethrust pops up a ramp (Fig-419
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ure 5a). The thrust spacing is nearly even, but it is narrower in the inner part than in420

the outer part of the wedge. The density of fault network is sparse.421

In contrast, the internal structure of the type 2 model (double décollement) is char-422

acterized by frontal accretion involving deeply and shallowly rooted thrusts; the latter423

are almost totally coinciding with the weak interbedded layer of microbeads (Figures 5b424

and S4b, c). The final dip angles of the deeply rooted forethrusts in the type 2 model425

are gentler than those of the type 1 model (Figure 5b). The resultant fault network is426

more complicated and has higher connectivity between the faults than in the type 1 model.427

The cross-section geometries of the type 3 and 4 models (discontinuous basal décollement)428

have a steeply sloping inner wedge and gently sloping outer wedge (Figures 5c, d and S4d-429

h). The thrust (F5 in M08 or F4 in M10) is associated with the sand mound subduction430

and underthrusting of a long thrust sheet in the wake of the sand mound (i.e., “shadow431

zone” of Dominguez et al., 1998). The sediment underthrusting is accompanied by com-432

pression, as depicted by the narrow spacing of the older thrust sheets. The wedge struc-433

ture is represented by a vertical stack of underthrusted sediment in the wake of the sand434

mound. For example, the thrust sheet between F5 and F6 in the type 3 model (M08) is435

completely underthrusted beneath the previously formed thrust sheet.436

As a major difference between the type 3 and 4 model, the type 4 mode has a con-437

siderably higher amount of underthrusting than the type 3 model (Figure 5d). The lower438

part of the incoming sediment is underplated by the underthrusting sand mound which439

has finally reached the bottom of the proto-wedge. Another difference in the type 4 model440

is that the shallower thrusts form a thin-skinned duplex structure where the upper part441

of the incoming sediment is detached from the lower part being underthrusted beneath442

the wedge front (Figure 5d).443

4.3 Kinematic parameters444

4.3.1 Visualization445

We use several different parameters to show how the wedge deforms during the ac-446

cretion. The horizontal displacements in the top and bottom measurement zones (ûtop447

and ûbottom) are used as indicators of the degree to which the overlying sediment layer448

is coupled or decoupled as compared with the moving basal sheet (Figure S5). For ex-449
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ample, the accreted or incoming sediment is fully coupled with the basal plastic sheet450

when û = 1; partially coupled/decoupled when 0 < û < 1; and fully decoupled when451

û = 0. We also use the ratio of the top to bottom horizontal displacement ûtop/ûbottom452

as an indicator of intra-wedge segmentation (coupling/decoupling between the upper and453

lower parts of the wedge). When ûtop/ûbottom ∼ 0, the basal part of the wedge is de-454

coupled from the upper part and underthrusted, whereas the basal part of the wedge moves455

together (coupled) with the upper part when ûtop/ûbottom is close to 1. In addition, we456

use normalized vertical displacement v̂ to visualize the places where the wedge is uplift-457

ing/subsiding during the deformation (Figure S6). The normalized maximum shear strains458

in the top and bottom measurement zones (ε̂max(top) and ε̂max(bottom)) show the strain-459

concentration zones, meaning which thrusts are actively displacing (Figure S7).460

The resultant diagrams for those parameters are shown in Supporting Information461

(Figures S5, S6, S7). In each diagram, the horizontal and vertical axes indicate the dis-462

tance from backstop (Db) and shortening (Ls, equivalent to time), respectively. The ac-463

cretionary wedge width is defined by the length from the backstop (Db = 0) to the de-464

formation front (thick solid line in Figures S5, S6, S7), which gradually widens as the465

shortening increases while the deformation front repeats back and forth cyclically. In the466

following sections, we focus on the cyclic accretion process in different model types. Each467

accretion cycle can be decomposed into four successive phases (Figure 6), which are ba-468

sically followed by the previous studies (Adam et al., 2005; Dotare et al., 2016; Hoth et469

al., 2007; Marshak et al., 2019; Ritter et al., 2018).470

4.3.2 Continuous single-décollement model (Type 1)471

The accretion cycle begins with the preparation phase (phase 1) before the nucle-472

ation of a new frontal forethrust (Figure 6a and original DIC images without interpre-473

tations are shown in Figure S8). The outer part of the wedge has slightly reduced ûbottom474

(Db = 500–600 mm; Figure 7a) as compared with the previous phase, and several thrusts475

(F2 and F4–F7) are active simultaneously (Figures 6a and 7i). The uplift (v̂ > 0.05) is476

observed mainly between F4 and F6 (Db = 400–520 mm; Figures 6a and 7g), but small-477

scale uplift (v̂ < 0.05) also occurs ahead of the deformation front (Db = 640–700 mm478

in Figures 6a and 7g), which can be correlated with the proto-thrust zone (cf., Barnes479

et al., 2018; MacKay, 1995). This phase corresponds to stage 1 of the strain-hardening480
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phase (Ritter et al., 2018), stage 1 of the deformation propagation phase (Dotare et al.,481

2016), or the reactivation phase (Hoth et al., 2007).482

The following phase (phase 2) is the first phase in the lifespan of a new frontal thrust483

(Figure 6a). In this phase, the strain is localized between the new frontal forethrust (F8)484

and its conjugate backthrust where a new ramp pops up (Figures 6a and 7g). The strain485

localization at the outermost part of the wedge causes basal decoupling (ûbottom < 0.1),486

strong intra-wedge coupling (high ûtop/ûbottom), and no uplift (low v̂) in the most part487

of the wedge (Db < 700 mm; Figure 7c, e, g). Older thrusts (F4–F7) become inactive,488

resulting in F8 being the only active forethrust (Figures 6a and 7i). This phase corre-489

sponds to stage 2 of the strain weakening phase (Ritter et al., 2018), stages 2 and 3 of490

the thrust initiation to active frontal thrusting phase (Dotare et al., 2016), and the thrust491

initiation phase (Hoth et al., 2007).492

Phase 3 is characterized by the accretion of a new thrust sheet to the wedge in as-493

sociation with reactivation of the previous frontal thrust (F7 in Figures 6a and 7i). This494

accretion increases ûtop (Db = 600–700 mm) and ûbottom (Db = 250–650 mm) in the mid-495

dle part of the wedge (Figure 7a, c). The location of the uplifted area migrates inward496

(Db = 600–680 mm; Figure 7g). This phase can be correlated to stage 3 (Ritter et al.,497

2018) or the underthrusting phase (Hoth et al., 2007).498

Frontal accretion during phase 4 results in inward propagation of the coupled area499

at the base of the wedge (ûbottom > 0.9 in Db = 550–680 mm; Figure 7c). The uplifted500

area also migrates inward (Db = 500–600 mm; Figure 7g), and the pre-existing thrusts501

are reactivated in the order F6 to F4 (Figure 7i). In addition, diffuse uplift in the proto-502

thrust zone starts during this phase (Db > 700 mm in Figure 7g). This phase can be503

compared with Stage 3/0 (Ritter et al., 2018) or the reactivation phase (Hoth et al., 2007).504

The final phase in the lifespan of F8 is the preparation phase (phase 1) for the next505

frontal thrust F9 (Figure 6a). Multiple pre-existing thrusts (F2 and F4–F8) are active506

simultaneously (Figure 7i) and the proto-thrust zone continues to undergo diffuse up-507

lift (Figure 7g). This phase can be correlated with the reactivation phase (Hoth et al.,508

2007).509
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4.3.3 Continuous double-décollement model (Type 2)510

The accretion cycles observed in the type 2 model are similar to those in the type511

1 model, but with several differences (Figure 6b and original DIC images without inter-512

pretations are shown in Figure S9). These include: (1) propagation of a new shallowly513

rooted frontal forethrust at the deformation front and (2) use of the interbedded weak514

layer for rearrangement of pre-existing thrusts when they are reactivated (Figure 6b).515

The first difference is evident in phase 3 where a new frontal shallowly rooted fore-516

thrust F6a results in outward migration of the deformation front (Figures 6b and 7b).517

The low ûtop/ûbottom value in the frontal part of the wedge (Db = 450–500 mm; Figure 7f)518

during phases 2 and 3 shows intra-wedge decoupling between the upper and lower parts519

of the wedge. This is evident from the underthrusting of the lower part of the incom-520

ing sediment beneath the wedge front (Figure 6b).521

The second difference is evident from the multiple deeply and shallowly rooted thrusts522

that are simultaneously active, especially in phases 1 and 4 (Figures 6b and 7j). Low ûtop/ûbottom523

values (<0.3) in the inner part of the wedge (Db = 230–320 mm) are indicative of intra-524

wedge decoupling due to out-of-sequence thrusting of the shallowly rooted forethrust F3d525

(Figure 7j). The reactivated thrusts of F5a and F5b in phase 4 are associated with a lo-526

calized uplift in the outer part of the wedge (Db = 460–500 mm; Figure 7h).527

4.3.4 Discontinuous décollement models (Types 3 and 4)528

Subduction of the sand mound (type 3 and 4 models) has a significant effect on the529

accretion cycle. One of the important effects on wedge deformation is sediment under-530

thrusting (Figure 8 and original DIC images without interpretations are shown in Fig-531

ures S10 and S11). In the type 3 model, a thrust sheet including the sand mound is un-532

derthrusted beneath the wedge and associated with a long-lived forethrust F5 at the in-533

ward flank of the sand mound (Figure 8a). Underthrusting is much more conspicuous534

in the type 4 model (Figure 8b), where the basal part of the wedge is coupled to the sub-535

ducting plate (high ûbottom, red zone in Figure 9d) and the upper wedge is completely536

decoupled from the lower wedge (low ûtop/ûbottom, blue zone in Figure 9f). At the same537

time, several shallowly rooted thrusts are formed at the deformation front (Ls = 500–538

745 mm in Figure 8b and F4a–F4g in Figure 9b) with the long-lived displacements of F4539

in the type 4 model (Figure 9j).540
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Another effect in the type 3 and 4 models is that the uplifted area propagates far-541

ther inward than in the type 1 and 2 models while the sand mound is being subducted542

(Figures 8 and 9). However, the uplifting patterns between the type 3 and 4 models are543

different each other. The uplift in the type 3 model (Ls = 400–800 mm) is widespread544

between the backstop and subducting sand mound (Figure 9g), while that in the type545

4 model (Ls = 400–750 mm) is narrower and more concentrated along the pathway of546

the mound than in the type 3 model (Figure 9h). In addition, the type 4 model exhibits547

a negative vertical displacement (i.e., subsidence) mostly in the wake of the sand mound548

(Figure 9h).549

5 Discussion550

5.1 Accretion cycles in single-décollement wedges551

Repetition of episodic frontal accretion allows an accretionary wedge to maintain552

a critical taper angle (Del Castello & Cooke, 2007; Gutscher et al., 1996; Hoth et al., 2007;553

Stockmal et al., 2007; Storti et al., 2000). The nature of each accretion cycle has been554

discussed from the viewpoint of mechanical equilibrium or work budget (e.g., Cubas et555

al., 2008; Del Castello & Cooke, 2007; Gutscher et al., 1998a; Herbert et al., 2015; McBeck556

et al., 2017; Platt, 1988). Here we propose another simple conceptual model of an ac-557

cretion cycle for normal frontal accretion, and explain the cycle based on the relative strengths558

of the wedge and basal detachment (cf., Bonini, 2018; Oncken et al., 2012; Suppe, 2007;559

von Hagke et al., 2014).560

5.1.1 Conceptual model of the accretion cycle561

An accretion cycle, from the preparation phase for new frontal thrust initiation (phase562

1) to the reactivation of pre-existing thrusts (phase 4), can be discussed in terms of the563

inward increases in horizontal and vertical displacements during the cycle (û and v̂ in564

Figure 7). The accretion cycle may start when the internal friction angles of the inner565

(ϕin) and outer (ϕout) parts of the wedge approach their peak values (Figure 10a). Max-566

imization of the internal friction results in the internal domain being resistant to defor-567

mation, which may further play a role in the strain-concentration zone jump to the proto-568

thrust zone represented by a diffuse uplift ahead of the deformation front.569
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At the critical point in terms of the force balance or work optimization (cf., Cubas570

et al., 2008; Del Castello & Cooke, 2007; Gutscher et al., 1998a; McBeck et al., 2017),571

a new frontal thrust initiates ahead of the deformation front as multiple pre-existing faults572

in the wedge cease to be active (phase 2 in Figure 10b). This may be related with that573

the frictional resistance of the basal detachment becomes weaker than the internal wedge574

strength as the internal wedge hardens, leading to failure of the basal coupling at the575

plate interface and creep of the wedge on the basal detachment.576

As the new frontal thrust sheet is accreted, the coupled zone gradually propagates577

inward in association with reactivation of the previous frontal thrust (F2 in Figure 10c).578

This inward migration of the strain-concentration zone assists step-by-step reactivation579

of the pre-existing thrusts by tilting of the thrust dips in an inward direction (phases 3580

and 4 in Figure 10d, e). Therefore, accretionary wedges are likely to experience repeated581

strain hardening and softening cycle (cf., Lohrmann et al., 2003; Nieuwland et al., 2000;582

Ritter et al., 2018), corresponding to strain hardening in the wedge (phase 1), strain lo-583

calization in the outer wedge and dilation (strain softening) in the inner wedge (phase584

2), and renewed hardening as the strain propagates inward (phases 3–4).585

5.1.2 Wedge strength versus detachment strength586

From the perspective of the relative strength of the wedge and basal detachment587

(Davis et al., 1983; Suppe, 2007), we consider the strain hardening and weakening cy-588

cle to represent variations in the effective internal friction angle of the wedge. When the589

wedge strength is sufficient to prevent failure, the wedge is decoupled and creeps on the590

basal detachment without any deformation. However, when the frictional shear strength591

of the detachment is strong enough to deform the wedge, the basal interface is locked592

and the wedge is deformed. The wedge strength (Ws) and basal detachment strength593

(Fs) can be obtained from the differential and basal shear stresses for a given wedge height594

H (Davis et al., 1983; Suppe, 2007):595

Ws =
σ1 − σ3
ρgH

(3)596

Fs =
τb
ρgH

(4)597

with598
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σ1 − σ3 =
2ρgH cosα sec 2ψ0

cscϕ′ sec 2ψ0 − 1
599

τb = −σn tanϕ′b600

σ1 = σz −
1

2
(σz − σx)(1 + sec 2ψ0)601

σ3 = σz −
1

2
(σz − σx)(1− sec 2ψ0)602

σn = σz − τxz sin 2α− 1

2
(σz − σx) (1− cos 2α)603

σz = −ρgH cosα604

τxz =
1

2
(σz − σx) tan 2ψ0605

1

2
(σz − σx) =

−σz
cscϕ′ · sec 2ψ0 − 1

606

where ϕ′ and ϕ′b are the effective friction angle of the wedge and the detachment, respec-607

tively. ψ0 is derived from Eq. S3 (Supporting information S2).608

We calculated Ws and Fs acting on the inner and outer parts of a given wedge (Fig-609

ure 11a). For the initial conditions, we used an inner wedge length Lin of 600 mm and610

a thickness of the incoming sediment H0 = 35 mm. We also assumed that the effective611

friction angle ϕ′ and inner wedge slope αin vary within the range of the critical values612

between the peak (αϕpeak
) and dynamic (αϕdynamic

) friction angles (Figure 11b). In ad-613

dition, the baseline of the internal friction angle in the inner wedge may be higher than614

that in the outer wedge, because the inner wedge could have accumulated more strain615

and undergone greater compaction than the outer wedge. The initial length of the outer616

wedge (Lout) is as a function of the dip angles of a conjugate forethrust and backthrust617

is as follows:618

Lout = H0

(
1

tan δf
+

1

tan δb

)
619

where δf and δb are the dip angles of the frontal forethrust and backthrust, which were620

derived from Eqs S1 and S2 (Supporting Information S2). By using these assumptions,621

we calculated Ws and Fs with Eqs 3 and 4.622

The resultant trends of the wedge and detachment strengths for the above condi-623

tions (Figure 11) show that both the inner and outer wedges experience strengthening/weakening624

and decoupling/coupling during an accretion cycle (Figures 11f and 12). The wedge strength625

depends on the variations of the internal friction angles related to strain hardening and626
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softening (Figure 11b, f). In the preparation phase for a new frontal thrust, both the in-627

ner and outer wedge are strengthened and approach the critical state (point a in Fig-628

ure 12). After the new thrust emerges, the outer wedge is strong enough to be decou-629

pled from the basal detachment and the reduction of the detachment strength in the in-630

ner wedge may also cause creeping of the wedge on the basal detachment (point b in Fig-631

ure 12). Then the outer wedge gradually weakens, leading to basal coupling with the de-632

tachment (point c in Figure 12). The degree of coupling or decoupling may be determined633

by the degree to which the wedge weakens or the detachment strengthens. An impor-634

tant point is that the wedge strength is approaching the critical line of αϕpeak
, with a re-635

duction in the amplitude of the wedge strength as the wedge experience multiple cycles636

(Figure 12). This may explain the trends in the wedge slope angle approaches to the crit-637

ical value αϕpeak
(Figure 4c).638

An implication from our study for understanding natural accretionary wedges is639

that the wedge increases its strength and approaches to its critical state during the ac-640

cretion cycles. However, our experiments have some limitations. For example, realign-641

ment of frictionally weak minerals (phyllosilicates like talc or smectite) in fault zones due642

to repeated slips could weaken both the wedge and the detachment strengths (cf., Bed-643

ford et al., 2022; Collettini et al., 2009). In addition, pore fluid pressure in the basal décollement644

zone reduces the detachment strength, which facilitates the wedge is decoupled and creeps645

on the plate interface. On the other hand, the wedge and detachment strengths in the646

inner and deeper part may increase due to compaction associated with progressive de-647

watering (Hyndman et al., 1995, 1997; J. C. Moore & Saffer, 2001; Morrow et al., 1992)648

and due to diagenetic alteration including the smectite–illite transition (Okuda et al.,649

2023; Saffer et al., 2012). Geometric heterogeneity of the subducting plate interface may650

also affect the frictional property and the detachment strength. As the wedge grows, this651

depth-dependent alteration of the material properties may promote segmentation between652

the inner and outer parts not only in the wedge but also in the décollement zone, lead-653

ing to differentiate the wedge strength (H. Kopp & Kukowski, 2003; Lohrmann et al.,654

2003) and the detachment strength (Wang & Hu, 2006).655

5.1.3 Time scaling656

Hoth et al. (2007) noted that the accretion cycle represents an internal clock of wedge-657

scale deformation in the time scale of 105 years. In our study, the intervals of each ac-658
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cretion cycle are nearly constant (120–140 mm of the shortening length for a new thrust659

propagation) in the type 1 model (Figures S12a and S13). Because the timescale of the660

accretion cycle depends on the plate convergence rate (Naylor & Sinclair, 2007), when661

we assume the convergence rate Vc is 50 mm yr−1, about 120–140-mm of shortening (∼12–662

14 km in nature, if the length scale is 105) is equivalent to 0.24–0.28 Myr. This dura-663

tion is comparable with the minimum time (tc) required for the completion of a frontal664

accretion cycle, based on the following empirical equation (Hoth et al., 2007):665

tc = 4D/Vc, (5)666

where D is the thickness of the trench-fill sediment (m). Equation 5 yields tc = 0.28 Myr667

in the case of D = 3.5 km and v = 50 mm yr−1, which is similar to the values for the668

Nankai, Cascadia, Makran margins (figure 10 in Hoth et al., 2007).669

An insight from our study in understanding modern (100–102 years) snapshots of670

natural subduction zones is that the degree of coupling/decoupling and also the size/locus671

of the strain at the plate boundary depend on the phase of accretion cycle (∼105 years).672

Although the time scale of the accretion cycle is longer than earthquake recurrence in-673

tervals, this could be comparable with a sudden stress drop on the subduction interface674

when a mega-thrust earthquake occurs, which changes the subduction zone from a quasi-675

steady state loading mode (i.e., stick) to a temporarily non-stationary (i.e., transient)676

relaxation mode. In our case, accretionary wedges in phase 2 tend to be relatively weakly677

coupled, and thus may exhibit higher levels of creep (i.e., low seismic coupling) than in678

the other phases. In contrast, the wedge in phase 4 would be more strongly coupled to679

the lower plate than in the other phases, suggesting some asperities drag the wedge base680

and accumulated strain would be released during a large earthquake. We speculate that681

the stress distribution on the plate interface in natural subduction zones may be affected682

by the accretion cycle over the long-time scale.683

5.2 Role of the interbedded weak layers684

In this section, we discuss the differences in the effective friction angles from its peak685

(ϕ′peak) to stable sliding (ϕ′stable) condition between the single- and double-décollement686

models by using Mohr diagrams (Figure 13) with observations of the thrust dip angle687

of a new forethrust (δf(init)) and that of the trailing previously formed frontal thrust (δf(final))688
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when the new forethrust initiates in addition to estimated effective slope angles α′ (Fig-689

ures S12b and S13d–e; Supporting Information S2).690

For the single-décollement model (type 1 in Figure 13a), the estimated effective basal691

friction angle (ϕ′base = 24.5◦) almost coincides with the measured friction angle of the692

glass microbeads (ϕdynamic = 24.0◦; Table 1) when the wedge taper angle is equal to αϕcase2693

(αϕdynamic
= 9.6◦ in Figure S1). The effective internal friction angle (ϕ′) ranges from ϕ′peak694

= 31.4◦ for the peak to ϕ′stable = 29.0+0.7◦

−0.9◦ for the stable sliding, and is much larger than695

ϕ′base. This suggests that the basal weak layer always works as a décollement. Smaller696

angles of ϕ′peak and ϕ′stable than the measured friction angles of sand (ϕpeak = 35.5◦ and697

ϕdynamic = 30.8◦ in Table 1) may be caused by: (1) the incoming sediment layer that con-698

sists of sand and glass microbead layers; or (2) microbead grains that penetrate the shear699

zone at the frontal thrust.700

For the type 2 model, the effective internal friction angle (ϕ′peak = 27.6◦ and ϕ′static701

= 23.4+1.9◦

−1.5◦) and basal friction angle (ϕ′base = 21.0◦ when αϕcase2
= 9.6) are smaller than702

those for the type 1 model (Figure 13b), suggesting that the internal strength of the type703

2 model is smaller than that of the type 1 model. The similar value of the lower limit704

of ϕ′stable = 21.9◦ to ϕ′base = 21.5◦ may reduce the relative strength of the wedge to the705

detachment, implying more intense deformation than the type 1 model.706

5.3 Role of discontinuity in the basal décollement707

The discontinuous basal décollement in the type 3 and 4 models produced similar708

features in geometries and kinematics as those caused by seamount/ridge subduction,709

although our sand mound was neither rigid nor fixed to the base (cf., Dominguez et al.,710

2000; Lallemand et al., 1992; Miyakawa et al., 2022; Noda et al., 2020; Okuma et al., 2022;711

Ruh et al., 2016). For the type 3 model, when the sand mound starts to be subducted712

at the deformation front, the wedge enters a compressively unstable regime in order to713

adjust to the higher basal friction until the wedge reaches a new equilibrium with a higher714

taper angle (Figure 14a). A high-friction sandy mound behaves as a physical barrier to715

the basal décollement and prevents outward propagation of displacement, which promotes716

outward stepping up of the décollement and the sediment underthrusting (Figure 14a).717

The resultant geometry is comparable to that of a single wedge composed of two or more718

critical taper segments, comprising the strongly compacted inner wedge and weakly com-719
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pacted outer wedge (cf., Lohrmann et al., 2003). This strengthened part of the inner wedge720

is capable to work as a “dynamic” backstop for the younger frontal accretion, which pro-721

duces a middle-wedge slope break and middle-slope ramp (e.g., H. Kopp & Kukowski,722

2003; Miyakawa et al., 2010).723

The double-décollement model (type 4) is characterized by sediment underthrust-724

ing with a large displacement along the interbedded weak layer, which produces a du-725

plex structure in the lower part of the inner wedge and a flat ramp in the middle wedge726

(Figure 14b). Our type 4 model suggests that the continuous interbedded weak layer can727

work as a plate boundary fault while the sand mound is subducting and produce a longer,728

shallower dipping, and smoother plate interface than the type 3 model (Figure 14a, b).729

The detachable sand mound used in this study might have produced the persistent730

difference between the type 3 and 4 models. In the type 3 model, the uplift continued731

for longer in the inner part of the wedge than in the double-décollement model (type 4),732

even after the sand mound slowed the convergence rate (Ls = 600–800 mm in Figure 9g).733

In the type 4 model, the uplift in the inner wedge ceased abruptly after the sand mound734

stopped the subduction (Ls ≈ 730 mm in Figure 9h). This difference suggests that the735

patterns of inner wedge uplift may depend on the heterogeneity in the frictional prop-736

erty on the plate interface or presence of the interbedded weak layer.737

As compared with previous models of subduction of partially buried seamounts (Dominguez738

et al., 2000), our models reproduced neither backthrusts in the inward flank of the seamount739

nor normal faults in the wake of the seamount (Figure 14a–c). Recent numerical mod-740

els (Pajang et al., 2022) indicate that subduction of a topographically large-scale seamount741

is necessary for the emergence of crustal-scale normal faults. Therefore, wedge-scale back-742

thrusts and normal faults might be caused by the topographic effect of an exposed seamount743

rather than the subduction of a buried high-friction interval.744

5.4 Comparison with natural accretionary wedges745

The architecture (e.g., fault network and thrust spacing) of the Sinu Fold Belt, which746

is an accretionary wedge where the Caribbean Plate subducts beneath the South Amer-747

ican Plate, is comparable with our type 1 (continuous single-décollement) model (Fig-748

ure 1a). The common features between them are that most thrusts emanate from the749

basal detachment forming an imbricate thrust system. The thrust spacing is relatively750
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homogeneous but narrower in the inner wedge than the outer wedge (Rodŕıguez et al.,751

2021). The major difference in the Sinu Fold Belt from our model is the presence of nor-752

mal faults on the continental shelf. This may be caused by gravitational tectonics due753

to a very weak friction in the basal detachment associated with mud diapirs or local ex-754

tension due to transtensional rotation of the inner wedge relative to the outer wedge (Rodŕıguez755

et al., 2021). Because our experiments are completely under the dry setting, we cannot756

produce excess pore fluid pressure in the décollement, which can make the wedge unsta-757

ble to maintain the wedge taper. In addition, the subduction direction is perpendicu-758

lar to the backstop in our model, meaning transpressional/transtensional deformation759

cannot be examined.760

The Makran margin is shown as an example for the double décollement model (Fig-761

ure 1b). In this margin, an unconformity within the incoming trench-fill sediment sep-762

arates the lower sequence of mud-prone deep-sea sediment from the upper sequence of763

clastic sediment (Schlüter et al., 2002; Smith et al., 2012). This unconformity likely makes764

a property boundary between the two sequences and can be used as the main décollement765

when the lower sequence is underthrusted beneath the wedge and the upper sequence766

is accreted at the deformation front (Smith et al., 2012). The large stack of underplated767

sediment beneath the inner Makran margin (Burg, 2018) implies that the underthrusted768

sediment is decoupled from the subducting oceanic plate beneath the inner wedge (cf.,769

Dal Zilio et al., 2020). This is the case for our type 4 model, which shows the high-friction770

interval (highly coupled area) on the plate interface enabled sediment underthrusting and771

underplating beneath the inner wedge (Figure 14b). The localized uplift at the inner wedge772

may provide an insight to the non-linear uplift rates at some marine terraces over ∼105773

to 106-yr timescales (e.g., Bishop et al., 2019; Melnick, 2016; Saillard et al., 2017). The774

temporal changes of the coastal uplifting rates in nature may reflect a spatial variation775

in frictional property along the subduction interface or a pulse of subduction of a dis-776

continuous basal décollement.777

Frederik et al. (2020) proposed a structural evolution model based on subduction778

of buried seamounts off Alaska, which includes: (1) shortening in the proto-thrust zone779

prior to subduction of a buried seamount; (2) a significant seaward jump of the defor-780

mation front due to the formation of the proto-thrust zone; and (3) steepening of the781

inner wedge and backthrusting with a potential décollement step-down beneath the mid-782

dle wedge (Figure 14d). In their studied area, the incoming trench-fill sedimentary suc-783
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cession contains a major lithological boundary (Frederik et al., 2020; Gulick et al., 2015;784

Reece et al., 2011), which may act as a structural detachment that promotes underthrust-785

ing of the lower sequence of the trench-fill sediment. Frederik et al. (2020) speculated786

that underplating preferentially occurred on the wake side of the subducted seamounts,787

similar to our models in which the underthrusted sediments were underplated beneath788

the inner wedge. In our case, a combination of the presence of the interbedded weak layer789

and a detachable high-friction interval in the basal weak layer facilitates not only the décollement790

step-up to accommodate the subduction channel and underthrust the sediment but also791

the décollement step-down to underplate the sediment.792

6 Conclusions793

We employed four types of sandbox models by changing the décollement config-794

urations, in order to investigate the effects of décollement conditions on growing accre-795

tionary wedges. The geometrical and DIC-based kinematic data yield the following con-796

clusions.797

The continuous single-décollement model is characterized by multiple cycles of frontal798

accretion associated with deeply rooted forethrusts. Each accretion cycle comprises four799

phases: the preparation (phase 1), initiation (phase 2), accretion (phase 3), and reac-800

tivation (phase 4) phases. The time scale of the cycle depends on the plate subduction801

rate and the sediment thickness, but the type 1 model can be scaled to the order of 105802

years in nature. Through the accretion cycle, the wedge undergoes: (1) an inward shift803

of the strain locus with a stepwise inward propagation of the basal coupling area, and804

reactivation of pre-existing thrusts in the wedge; and (2) a sudden loss of the basal cou-805

pling under the wedge at the time of initiation of a new frontal forethrust. The accre-806

tion cycles is a fundamental process to make the wedge its critical state with hardening/weakening807

the relative strength of the wedge to the detachment associated with widening/narrowing808

the area of the basal coupling on the plate interface.809

The presence of an interbedded weak layer enables the frontal forethrusts to ex-810

change the detachment between the intermediate and basal levels, and enhances sedi-811

ment underthrusting in the frontal part of the wedge during the phases 3–4 of the ac-812

cretion cycle. The interbedded weak layer also has a role in rearrangement of the pre-813

existing fault network by reconnecting the deeply rooted thrusts with shallowly rooted814
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thrusts when they are reactivated, leading to intra-wedge segmentation and additional815

underthrusting in the middle part of the wedge. The intermediate weak layer can also816

weaken the wedge strength and make denser fault network in the wedge than the type817

1 model.818

An interruption in the frictional weakness of the basal décollement increases the819

surface slope angle of the wedge and stimulates the out-of-sequence thrust activity. A820

combination of a frictional barrier in the basal décollement layer and the continuous in-821

terbedded décollement layer enables underplating of the underthrusted sediment beneath822

the inner wedge with a low-angle, long-lived, deeply rooted underthrusting and multi-823

ple frontal accretion with short-lived, shallowly rooted forethrusts by using the interbed-824

ded weak layer.825

Our results highlight the décollement configuration is a critical factor to determine826

the accretionary process, the architecture, and the thrust activity in accretionary wedges.827

We think our detailed observation of the wedge geometry and the kinematics can be use-828

ful when we interpret natural accretionary wedges.829
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Figure caption1463

Figure 1 Natural examples of modern accretionary wedges with various décollement1464

features. (a) Single décollement in the accretionary wedge of the Southern Caribbean1465

Deformation Belt (Mantilla-Pimiento et al., 2009; Rodŕıguez et al., 2021). (b) Ac-1466

cretionary wedge dominated by both frontal and basal accretion (underplating)1467

in association with landward stepping down of the décollement level at the Makran1468

margin (Burg et al., 2013; Burg, 2018; Grando & McClay, 2007; C. Kopp et al.,1469

2000). (c) Accretionary wedge deformed by subduction of a seamount at the Hiku-1470

rangi margin (Barnes et al., 2002, 2010; Nicol et al., 2007; Watson et al., 2019).1471

(d) Accretionary wedge segmented by megasplay faults, being considered a double-1472

décollement accretionary wedge at the Nankai margin (G. F. Moore et al., 2014;1473

Tobin et al., 2022). Note that the colors are used to aid visibility, and that areas1474

of the same color in the different accretionary wedges do not represent the same1475

lithology.1476

Figure 2 (a) The experimental set-up used in this study. The dimensions of the tank1477

are 1890 mm long × 315 mm high × 300 mm wide. The red arrow indicates the1478

direction of the shortening. (b–e) Modeling set-ups. (b) Type 1: continuous sin-1479

gle décollement model. The 25 mm-thick sand layer covers a 10 mm-thick glass1480

microbead layer. (c) Type 2: continuous double décollement model. A 5 mm-thick1481

glass microbead layer was placed in the middle of the incoming sediment layer.1482

(d) Type 3: discontinuous single décollement model. A 90 mm-wide sand mound1483

disrupts the continuity of the basal microbead layer. (e) Type 4: discontinuous1484

double décollement model. Asterisks (∗) indicate the models used for the DIC anal-1485

ysis.1486

Figure 3 Schematic illustrations of the measurements of the geometrical and kinematic1487

parameters. (a) The coordinate system for the geometrical parameters. The ori-1488

gin was assigned at the toe of the proto-wedge in the initial stage. (b) The geo-1489

metrical parameters include the wedge width, height, and slope (α). The slope was1490

measured between the deformation front (P0) and the highest point on the wedge1491

(P1). (c) The top (blue line) and bottom (black line) measurement zones for the1492

normalized horizontal displacements (û) at the top (ûtop) and at the bottom (ûbottom),1493

respectively. (d) The top (blue line) and bottom (black line) measurement zones1494

for the normalized maximum shear strains (ε̂max) at the top (ε̂max(top)) and the1495
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bottom (ε̂max(bottom)), respectively. The positions of the lines are the same as those1496

for û. Active forethrusts and backthrusts are shown as orange to red zones and1497

blue to purple zones, respectively. (e) Dips δf(init) and δb are the angles of a set1498

of conjugate faults when a new frontal thrust initiates in front of the previous de-1499

formation front. δf(final) is the dip of the trailing previously formed frontal thrust.1500

The length of a new ramp is the width between the toe of the previous deforma-1501

tion front and the new one.1502

Figure 4 Plots of the geometrical parameters; (a) width; (b) height; (c) slope. The right1503

and left columns are the type 1–2 and 3–4 models, respectively. Vertical dashed1504

lines in the right column indicate the onset of sand mound subduction. Horizon-1505

tal lines of αcase1, αcase2, and αcase3 in (c) correspond to the critical slope angles1506

for cases 1–3 in Figure S1, respectively. Labels F# indicate the timing of the emer-1507

gence of deeply rooted forethrusts. The theoretical width and height of the wedge,1508

and the critical zones of the slope were obtained as shown in Supporting Infor-1509

mation (Figure S2). The geometrical parameters of all the models are shown in1510

Figure S3.1511

Figure 5 Final stacking patterns of the models. Numbered faults are deeply rooted fore-1512

thrusts.1513

Figure 6 Sequential images of normalized horizontal (û; left column) and vertical (v̂;1514

right column) displacement showing an accretion cycle. (a) Type 1 model (M06).1515

(b) Type 2 model (M04). DIC images without interpretations are shown in Fig-1516

ures S8 and S9.1517

Figure 7 Comparison of the accretion cycles between the type 1 (left row) and type1518

2 (right row) models. (a) Normalized horizontal displacement in the top measure-1519

ment zone (ûtop from Figure S5). (b) Normalized horizontal displacement in the1520

bottom measurement zone (ûbottom from Figure S5). (c) The ratio of normalized1521

horizontal displacement at the top to the bottom ûtop/ûbottom (Figure S5). (d)1522

Normalized vertical displacement (v̂ from Figure S6). (e) Maximum shear strain1523

in the top measurement zone (ε̂max(top) from Figure S7). White and black arrows1524

indicate major out-of-sequence thrusts and reactivated thrusts, respectively. The1525

extracted intervals are the shortening length Ls = 800–1000 mm for the type 11526

model (M06) and Ls = 630–800 mm for the type 2 model (M04).1527
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Figure 8 Interpreted DIC images for the (a) type 3 and (b) type 4 models. The left1528

and right columns are normalized horizontal and vertical displacements, respec-1529

tively. The black area in each image shows the location of the sand mound. Raw1530

DIC images without interpretations are shown in Figures S10 and S11.1531

Figure 9 Comparison of the sand mound subduction between the type 3 (left row) and1532

type 4 (right row) models. (a) Normalized horizontal displacement in the top mea-1533

surement zone (ûtop from Figure S5). (b) Normalized horizontal displacement in1534

the bottom measurement zone (ûbottom from Figure S5). (c) The ratio of normal-1535

ized horizontal displacement at the top to the bottom ûtop/ûbottom (Figure S5).1536

(d) Normalized vertical displacement (v̂ from Figure S6). (e) Maximum shear strain1537

in the top measurement zone (ε̂max(top) from Figure S7). White and black arrows1538

indicate major out-of-sequence thrusts and reactivated thrusts, respectively. The1539

meshed areas indicate the traces of the subducting sand mound. The extracted1540

intervals are the shortening length Ls = 300–800 mm for both type 3 (M08) and1541

type 4 (M10) models.1542

Figure 10 Conceptual models of an accretion cycle for the continuous single décollement1543

model. Solid and open circles at the bottom of the wedge are the reference points1544

used to calculate the wedge and detachment strengths in Figures 11 and 12. Gray1545

shading in the bands below the wedge indicate the degree of coupling between the1546

basal plastic film and wedge; black and white colors mean completely coupled and1547

decoupled, respectively. ϕ′in and ϕ′out are the effective friction angles of the inner1548

and outer parts of the wedge, respectively. α′
out is the effective slope angle at the1549

point that a new frontal forethrust emerges. αϕpeak
and αϕdynamic

are the theoret-1550

ical taper angles in cases 1 and 2, respectively (Figure S1).1551

Figure 11 (a) A sketch of an accretionary wedge showing the parameters related to the1552

wedge and detachment strengths. Subscripts “in” and “out” represent the inner1553

and outer parts of the wedge, respectively. H = height; L = length; α = slope an-1554

gle; ϕ = internal friction angle; σ1 = maximum principal stress; σ3 = minimum1555

principal stress; σn = normal stress; τb = basal shear stress; δf and δb = dip an-1556

gles of the forethrust and backthrust, respectively. (b) Effective internal friction1557

angle (ϕ′). The left and right columns are the inner and outer parts of the wedge,1558

respectively. Horizontal lines of ϕpeak and ϕdynamic are the measured friction an-1559

gles of the sand used in this study. (c) Surface slope (α). Solid and dashed lines1560
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in the right column are the effective (α′
out) and apparent (αout) slope of the wedge,1561

respectively. The effective slope (α′
out = 4◦) is estimated from δf(init) and δb Fig-1562

ure S12b. Horizontal lines of αϕpeak
and αϕdynamic

are the theoretical taper angles1563

for the friction angles of sand (Figure S1). (d–f) Calculated geometric and kine-1564

matic trends based on the assumed friction angles (ϕpeak and ϕdynamic) and slopes1565

(αin and α′
out). (d) Wedge length L (solid line) and height H (dashed line). (e)1566

Differential stress (σ1−σ3)/2 (solid line) and basal shear stress τb (dashed line).1567

(f) Wedge strength (Ws) and basal detachment strength (Fs).1568

Figure 12 Trends of the wedge and detachment strengths at locations in the outer and1569

inner parts of the wedge (Figure 11). Thick dashed and solid lines show the trends1570

of the strengths from phase 1 to 4 in the outer and inner parts of the wedge, re-1571

spectively. The two lines for αϕpeak
and αϕdynamic

are the theoretical lines of the1572

strengths calculated from α = Fs/(1+Ws) (Eq. 2a in Suppe, 2007). The lower1573

right and upper left corners in the diagram indicate that the wedge is decoupled1574

and coupled to the basal detachment, respectively.1575

Figure 13 Mohr diagrams using the pole projection method (P-pole; Terzaghi, 1943).1576

(a) Type 1 model. (b) Type 2 model. δf(init) = dip of a new frontal forethrust when1577

it is nucleated (Figure S13d); δf(final) = dip of the trailing previously formed frontal1578

forethrust (Figure S13e); δb = dip of the backthrust in a conjugate set with the1579

new frontal forethrust (Figure S13c); α′ = effective slope angle at which a new frontal1580

thrust emerges (Figure S12b); αϕcase1
and αcase3 = theoretical slope angles (Fig-1581

ure S1); ϕ′peak = effective peak friction angle when a new frontal thrust initiates;1582

ϕ′stable = effective stable friction angle; ϕ′base = effective stable friction angle at1583

the basal interface; P = position of the pole on the circle. Green areas indicate1584

the ranges of the effective internal friction angles (ϕ′stable) of the incoming sedi-1585

ments while the frontal forethrust is active.1586

Figure 14 A comparison between our discontinuous basal décollement models and other1587

published models. (a) Type 3 model (M08). (b) Type 4 model (M10). (c) A sand-1588

box model for subduction of a partially buried seamount (Dominguez et al., 2000).1589

The rigid seamount is fixed to the lower plate. (d) A model of buried seamount1590

subduction proposed from a study offshore of Kodiak Island (Frederik et al., 2020).1591

DF = deformation front; PTZ = proto-thrust zone; OOST = out-of-sequence thrust.1592
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Table 1. Material properties used in this study.

Sand (GA39) Glass microbeads
Property

Grain size (µm) 115 70–110
Bulk density (kg/m−3) 1426 1660
Friction angle (peak) 35.5±0.2 26.6±0.1
Friction angle (reactivation) 35.5±0.1 26.1±0.05
Friction angle (dynamic) 30.8±0.04 24.0±0.06
Cohesion (peak) (Pa) 24±12 31±6
Cohesion (reactivation) (Pa) 36±6 42±3
Cohesion (dynamic) (Pa) 54±2 30±4
Strain softening∗ (undeformed material) (%) 19.8a 12.3a

Strain softening (shear zone reactivation) (%) 19.6b 9.9b

∗Strain softening expresses the percentage difference between peak friction and dynamic stable friction.
a: Ratio of the friction angles, (peak strength−dynamic strength)/dynamic strength in percent.
b: Ratio of the friction angles, (static strength−dynamic strength)/dynamic strength in percent.

All data of the frictional angle and cohesion were measured using a Schulze ring shear tester at the

Helmholtz Centre Potsdam, German Research Centre for Geosciences GFZ (Klinkmüller et al., 2016;

Lohrmann et al., 2003; Schulze, 1994).
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Figure 1.
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Figure 2.
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Figure 3.
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Figure 4.
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Figure 5.
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Figure 6.
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Figure 7.
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Figure 8.
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Figure 9.
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Figure 10.
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Figure 11.
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Figure 12.
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Figure 13.
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Figure 14.
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S1 Theoretical width, height, and slope of the wedge18

The accretionary wedge develops and deforms at its Coulomb failure limit (Dahlen,19

1984, 1990; Davis et al., 1983; Lehner, 1986). The topographic slope (α) can be predicted20

from the material properties of dry sand (i.e., no pore fluid pressure) relative to the basal21

slope angle of the décollement (β = 0 in this study), along with the basal (ϕb) and in-22

ternal (ϕ) friction angles of the materials.23

α = ψb − ψ0 − β24

ψ0 =
1

2
arcsin

(
sinα

sinϕ

)
− 1

2
α25

ψb =
1

2
arcsin

(
sinϕb
sinϕ

)
− 1

2
ϕb.26

When the basal décollement consists of glass microbeads with a dynamic friction angle27

ϕb = 24.0◦, the theoretical wedge slopes are αϕpeak
= 7.5◦ for sand with a peak friction28

angle ϕpeak = 30.8◦ (case 1 in Figure S1) and αϕdynamic
= 9.6◦ for the overlying sand layer29

with a dynamic friction angle ϕdynamic = 30.8◦ (case 2 in Figure S1).30

We can estimate the theoretical wedge width (Ww) and height (Hw) by using these31

slope angles (Figure S2). A simplified wedge area can then be expressed as:32

1

2
Hw(Ww +Wp)33

=
1

2
W 2

w tanα+
1

2
W 2

w tan2 α tan η34

= Hs ×Ws,35

where Ws is the cumulative shortening length, γ is the slope angle of the proto-wedge36

(∼31◦), and Hs is the thickness of the incoming sediment layer. The theoretical height37

should be simply Ww tanα.38

S2 Thrust propagation and effective internal friction39

We measured the shortening length required for the propagation of a new frontal40

thrust, and the length of a new ramp (Figures 3e, S12a, and S13a–b) and dip angles of41

the deeply rooted frontal forethrusts (δf(init)) and conjugate backthrusts (δb) when the42

new frontal thrust emerges (Figures 3e, S12b, and S13c–e).43
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The shortening length required for propagation of a new deeply rooted forethrust44

is generally 116–136 mm in the type 1–3 models, but much larger in the type 4 model45

(144–211 mm) (Figures S12a and S13a). The lengths of the new ramps are 103–113 mm46

for the type 1 and 3 models, and 72–91 mm for the type 2 and 4 models. These short-47

ening lengths for new thrust propagation are ∼1.1–1.3 times larger than the length of48

a new ramp in the type 1 and 3 models, 1.5 times than that in the type 2 model, and49

2.0 times than that in the type 4 model (Figure S12a).50

The initial dip angles of the frontal deeply rooted forethrusts (δf(init)) in the type51

1 and 3 models is averaged around ∼23◦ and those of the type 2 and 4 models are ∼25◦52

(Figures S12b and S13d). The backthrust angles (δb) vary between 36–40◦ and do not53

exhibit a clear difference between model types (Figures S12b and S13c).54

The annotated lines in Figure S12b were drawn to estimate the effective internal55

friction (ϕ′) and effective surface slope angles (α′) for a given δf(init) and δb when a new56

forethrust is initiated. These lines are based on the non-cohesive critical taper theory57

(Dahlen, 1984).58

δf =
π

4
− ϕ′

2
− ψb (S1)59

δb =
π

4
− ϕ′

2
+ ψb (S2)60

with61

ψ0 =
1

2
sin−1

(
sinα′

sinϕ′

)
− 1

2
α′ (S3)62

ψb = α′ + β − ψ0 (S4)63

where β is 0.64

For example, the data for the type 1 model (red circle in Figure S12b) indicates65

ϕ′ is 31.4◦ and α′ is 4.3◦. For the type 2 model, ϕ′ is 27.6◦ and α′ is 3.8◦.66
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Figure S1. (a) Plots of the stability fields for critical taper wedges, with the surface slope (α)

and basal dip (β). Four cases are plotted with different basal and internal friction angles. ϕb =

basal friction angle; ϕ = internal friction angle. Case 1: ϕb = 24.0◦ (dynamic friction angle of the

glass microbeads) and ϕ = 35.5◦ (peak friction angle of the sand). Case 2: ϕb = 24.0◦ (dynamic

friction angle of the microbeads) and ϕ = 30.8◦ (dynamic friction angle of the sand). Case 3: ϕb

= 30.8◦ (dynamic friction angle of the sand) and ϕ = 35.5◦ (peak friction of the sand). Case 4:

ϕb = ϕ = 30.8◦ (dynamic friction angle of the sand). Details of the frictional properties are listed

in Table 1. (b) Enlarged view of (a) around β = 0. The shaded area bounded by case 1 (αϕpeak

= 7.5◦) and case 2 (αϕdynamic = 9.6◦) is the compressional critical zone for this study.
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Figure S2. Sketch for the calculation of the theoretical width and height of the wedge.
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Figure S6. Normalized vertical displacement (v̂) for the type 1–4 models. (a) Type 1 model

(M06). (b) Type 2 model (M04). (c) Type 3 model (M08). (d) Type 4 model (M10). Thick solid

lines are the deformation fronts. Meshed areas in (c) and (d) show the traces of the subducting

sand mound.
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Figure S7. Normalized maximum shear strain in the top measurement zone (ε̂max(top); left

column) and bottom measurement zone (ε̂max(bottom); right column) for the type 1–4 models.

(a) Type 1 model (M06). (b) Type 2 model (M04). (c) Type 3 model (M08). (d) Type 4 model

(M10). Positive and negative values indicate the direction of the shear strain (i.e., forethrusts

[outward-vergent faults] are positive and backthrusts [inward-vergent faults] are negative). Thick

solid lines show the deformation fronts. Thin horizontal lines indicate the timing of formation of

a new deeply rooted frontal forethrust. White arrows are major out-of-sequence thrusts. Meshed

areas in (c) and (d) show the traces of the subducting sand mound.
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Multimedia files67

Type 1a M06.mp4 Images of photos Type 1 (single and continuous model). Model68

number is M06.69

Type 2a M02.mp4 Images of photos Type 2 (double and continuous model). Model70

number is M02.71

Type 2a M04.mp4 Images of photos Type 2 (double and continuous model). Model72

number is M04.73

Type 3a M08.mp4 Images of photos of Type 3 (single and discontinuous model). Model74

number is M11.75

Type 3a M11.mp4 Images of photos of Type 3 (single and discontinuous model). Model76

number is M11.77

Type 4a M09.mp4 Images of photos of Type 4 (double and discontinuous model). Model78

number is M09.79

Type 4a M10.mp4 Images of photos of Type 4 (double and discontinuous model). Model80

number is M10.81

Type 4a M15.mp4 Images of photos of Type 4 (double and discontinuous model). Model82

number is M15.83

DIC Type 1a M06.mp4 Images of results of DIC analysis of Type 1 (single and con-84

tinuous model). Model number is M06.85

DIC Type 2a M04.mp4 Images of results of DIC analysis of Type 2 (double and con-86

tinuous model). Model number is M04.87

DIC Type 3a M08.mp4 Images of results of DIC analysis of Type 3 (single and dis-88

continuous model). Model number is M08.89

DIC Type 4a M10.mp4 Images of results of DIC analysis of Type 4 (double and con-90

tinuous model). Model number is M10.91
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